GROUND ZERO
LIGHTING FIXTURE INVENTORY

This is the minimum acceptable amount of these items. If the amount of any item is lower, please report it. Thanks!

STAGE LIGHTING
(20) PAR 56B 600W
(8) S-4 ELLIPSOIDAL WITH 36 DEG LENS
(1) S-4 ELLIPSOIDAL JR.
(2) S-4 ELLIPSOIDAL WITG 26 DEG LENS
(1) S-4 ELLIPSOIDAL WITH 90 DEG LENS
(12) OPTI TRI PAR LED
(8) ETC PORTABLE DIMMER PACK 2.4K ‘each’
(1) ELATION PORTABLE DIMMER PACK 1.2K
(2) AMERICAN DJ MEGA FLASH
(4) MAC 350 ENTOUR
(2) SWISSON 5 PORT DMX 5 PIN OPTO-SPLITTER
(1) DOUG FLEENOR SW-1 (DMX A/B SWITCH BOX)

HOUSE LIGHTING
**LED Pendant (Recessed Ambient Light)
**LED DARKLITE 56/7 EOL (Recessed PAR 56 Downlight)